We report the measurement of charged D * mesons in inclusive jets produced in proton-proton collisions at a center of mass energy √ s = 200 GeV with the STAR experiment at RHIC. For D * mesons with fractional momenta 0.2 < z < 0.5 in inclusive jets with 11.5 GeV mean transverse energy, the production rate is found to be N (D * + + D * − )/N (jet) = 0.015 ± 0.008(stat) ± 0.007(sys). This rate is consistent with perturbative QCD evaluation of gluon splitting into a pair of charm quarks and subsequent hadronization.
PACS numbers: 13.85.Ni, 13.87.Fh, 13.25.Ft Charm and bottom quarks can probe the partonic matter produced in heavy-ion collisions [1] and the nucleon spin structure in polarized protonproton collisions [2] . Their production mechanism is, therefore, of considerable interest at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). Studies of the D * ± -meson content in jets by the ALEPH, L3 and OPAL Collaborations [3] show that the production from Z 0 decays in e + + e − collisions is dominated by D * mesons that carry large fractions of the jet momenta, consistent with the jets being produced from primary c (anti-)quarks. The E531 and NOMAD Collaborations observed events with large D * + momentum fractions in neutrino charged-current interactions [4] . Inp + p collisions at √ s = 630 GeV and 1.8 TeV, the UA1 and CDF Collaborations have observed D * ± mesons in jets with transverse energies larger than 40 GeV [5, 6] . Their fractional momenta are found smaller, consistent with a different production mechanism in which the D * mesons originate from gluon splitting into cc pairs (g → cc in the initial or final parton shower, with neither of the quarks from the cc pair participating in the hard QCD interaction) [7] . The multiplicity of such heavy quark pairs in gluon jets is calculable in perturbative QCD (pQCD), and the leading nonperturbative correction is believed to be small [8] . At √ s = 200 GeV, the RHIC energy, heavy quarks can still be produced via gluon splitting. Perturbative QCD suggests that these contributions are small, and that the majority of the heavy quarks originate from gluon-gluon fusion [9, 10] . These expectations, however, have not until now been confronted with data at RHIC.
In this paper we present the first measurement of charged D * mesons in inclusive jets produced in p + p collisions at a center of mass energy √ s = 200 GeV at RHIC. The data were recorded in the year 2005 with the Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC (STAR) [11] and amount to an integrated luminosity of 2 pb −1 . The main subsystems used in the measurement were the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and the Barrel Electro-magnetic Calorimeter (BEMC), both located in a 0.5 T solenoidal magnetic field. The TPC provided tracking for charged particles with pseudorapidities |η| < ∼ 1.3 for all azimuthal angles φ. The BEMC provided triggering and was used to measure photons and electrons. In 2005 it covered 0 < η < 1 in pseudo-rapidity and 2π in azimuth. Events used in this analysis were required to satisfy both a minimum bias trigger condition and a jet patch (JP) trigger condition. The minimum bias trigger was defined as a coincidence between Beam-Beam Counters (BBC) on either side of the interaction region, and the JP trigger, used also in Ref. [12] , required the sum of transverse energies deposited in one of six ∆η × ∆φ = 1 × 1 patches of BEMC towers to be above a threshold of 6.5 GeV.
The charged D * candidates were identified through the decay sequence 
is used to determine the D * yield [13] . The candidate daughter kaons and pions were tracked with the TPC and, where possible, identified using the agreement of the measured and expected ionization energy loss (dE/dx) in the TPC to within two standard deviations. The reconstructed tracks were required to have transverse momenta p T > 0.2 GeV/c and pseudorapidities |η| < 1. Only those events whose reconstructed primary interaction vertices were on the beam axis within 100 cm from the TPC center were retained. A mass interval 1.82
2 was used to select D 0 candidates, consistent with the D 0 mass [14] and the experiment invariant mass resolution. About 90% of D 0 signals are within this mass interval. Combinatorial background was suppressed using the low Q-value of the D * decay by requiring the ratio, r, of the transverse momenta of the D 0 candidates and the soft pions to be 10 < r < 20. In addition, the decay angle of the kaon in the K ∓ π ± rest frame, θ * , was restricted by requiring cos(θ * ) < 0.8 to remove near-collinear combinatorial background from jet fragmentation. 
were used in obtaining the D * candidates, while the doubly Cabbibo-suppressed "wrong sign" combinations
s were used as a measure of combinatorial background. The "wrong sign" distribution in Fig. 1 (a) was superimposed directly on the "right sign" distribution, that is, without applying a relative normalization. The hatched sidebands in the mass spectrum of Fig. 1 [15] . The sideband-based background distribution was used in extracting these yields since it results in better precision. The difference with the wrong-sign results was used in assessing systematic uncertainties of the measurement. Raw p T distribution is shown in Fig. 1 (c) .
Jets were reconstructed using a mid-point cone algorithm [16] which clusters reconstructed TPC tracks and BEMC energy deposited within a cone in η and φ of radius r cone = 0.4, as described in Refs. [12, 17] . Events with reconstructed primary interaction vertex positions on the beam axis within 100 cm of the TPC center were kept for further analysis. Jets were required to have p T > 8 GeV/c, 0 < η < 1, and an electro-magnetic fraction of the jet transverse energy within 0.1 and 0.9 to reduce the effects of event pile-up and beam background [12] . A sample of 1.7 × 10 6 jets that pointed to a triggered jet patch was retained. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the D * -candidate azimuthal angle with respect to the reconstructed jet axis. Background was subtracted using the sideband method. The distribution was corrected for the D * reconstruction efficiency and acceptance obtained from pythia-based (v 6.205 [18] 'CDF TuneA' settings [19] ) Monte Carlo simulations passed through geant-based [20] STAR detector response simulation. The same simulation setup has been used in Refs. [12, 17] and provides an adequate description of the inclusive jet data. The determination of the D * reconstruction efficiency took into account different configurations where some or all of the D * decay daughters were part of the reconstructed jet and also different intervals for the jet and D * momenta were taken into account. The indicated uncertainties are the quadratic sum of the statistical uncertainties in the data and in the MonteCarlo simulation. The solid line is a two-Gaussian fit to the data points. A clear correlation is observed at the near side as expected. The away side correlation is limited by statistics. In the following we will focus on the near side correlation to investigate the production of charm in jets.
For near side D * candidates, the fragmentation
s momentum projection on the jet axis, and E jet is the jet total energy. The reconstructed jet transverse energy is on average about 20% larger than the generated jet transverse energy, mostly because of the sharply decreasing jet yield with increasing transverse energy and the jet transverse energy resolution. The resolution has been studied by Monte-Carlo simulation and by using transverse momentum balance in a sample of dijet events [12, 17] . The reconstructed jet transverse energy has been corrected and residual effects are accounted for in the systematic uncertainties. The distribution of z, after this correction, is shown in Fig. 3(a) . The signal in this spectrum corresponds to 72 ± 25 counts. The uncertainties represented by the bars are statistical and the brackets indicate the contribution caused by combinatorial background subtraction. No corrections were made here for trigger effects and reconstruction efficiency. The average D * p T is ∼3 GeV/c for 0.2 < z < 0.5, and ∼6 GeV/c for z > 0.5. The average D * reconstruction efficiency from simulation, shown in Fig. 3  (b) , is found to increase with increasing z. The trigger efficiency largely cancels in the measurement of the production ratio N (D * )/N (jet) of interest here. However, the JP trigger condition preferentially selects jets with large electromagnetic energy. It thus disfavors jets containing the hadronic decay products of the D * mesons, in particular for high z. The effects of this trigger bias were studied by comparing the simulated jet yields with and without the JP trigger condition. Their ratio is found constant below z ∼ 0.5 and decreases rapidly for larger z, as expected. The green band in Fig. 3 (a) was obtained by simulating only the direct charm flavor creation processes, gg → cc and→ cc, in pythia and passing the results through the STAR detector response simulation. The simulated data were analyzed in the same way as the real data and were normalized using the measured total charm production cross section [21] . Only a small faction of the generated events containing D * mesons with z > 0.5 satisfies the JP trigger condition. To within the large uncertainties good agreement is found with the D * data at high z, where the production of charmed hadrons is expected to be dominated by charm quark fragmentation. The excess observed in the data at smaller z can be ascribed to production processes that are not included in the simulation, such as gluon splitting.
The ratio N (D * )/N (jet) was determined for the region 0.2 < z < 0.5. For z < 0.2, the D * reconstruction efficiency is low, and for z > 0.5, the JP trigger is strongly biased against jets with D * mesons that decay into charged hadrons. After correcting for the D * reconstruction efficiency, shown in Fig. 3 (b) , and the decay branching ratio of (67.7 ± 0.5)% for D * + → D 0 π + s and of (3.89 ± 0.05)% for
, we obtain N (D * + + D * − )/N (jet) = 0.015 ± 0.008(stat) ± 0.007(sys) for 0.2 < z < 0.5 and a mean jet transverse energy of E T = 11.5 GeV. The estimated statistical uncertainty includes the statistical uncertainty in the simulations. The main contributions to the systematic uncertainty are estimated to originate from the jet definition and selection (∼35%), from trigger bias (∼18%), from D * combinatorial background (∼10%), and from the D * reconstruction efficiency (∼10%). The uncertainties associated with the jet definition and selection were estimated by varying the accepted primary vertex range, the jet η range, and the criteria used to reduce the effects of event pile-up and beam background. The effects from trigger bias were assessed by Monte-Carlo simulation. The size of the background uncertainty was estimated by comparing the results obtained with the different background subtraction methods. The uncertainty in the D * reconstruction efficiency was estimated by varying the daughter particle track quality criteria. The contributions were combined in quadrature to obtain the total systematic uncertainty estimate.
To estimate the rate of gluon splitting into charm pairs, R g→cc , from the ratio N (D * )/N (jet) one needs to correct for the unmeasured z region, the fraction of charm quarks that fragment into D * , and the fraction of gluon jets in the sample. The fraction of gluon jets in the data was estimated to be 60% from pythia simulations and from next-to-leading order pQCD evaluation [22] . A 10% uncertainty is included as a systematic contribution in R g→cc . The c → D * + andc → D * − fraction is taken to be (22.4 ± 2.8)% [14] . This is smaller than the value of 3/8 estimated in the earlier publications by UA1 [5] and CDF [6] . By using the leading-order pQCD evaluation of gluon splitting [8] , we estimate that the measured ratio N (D * )/N (jet) for 0.2 < z < 0.5 captures (53±5)% of R g→cc at E T = 11.5 GeV and the dominant part of the remainder resides at smaller z. This percentage was then used to extrapolate over the unmeasured z region. Our result for R g→cc is shown in Fig. 4 , together with the UA1 and CDF measurements [5, 6] . The results are compared to a theoretical evaluation in leading-order pQCD [8] .
The expectation is consistent with the data to within the combined experiment statistical and systematic Gluon Jet Energy (GeV) uncertainties. Although the agreement is not strong, the conclusion that R g→cc is small for energies accessible at RHIC is clearly supported. The use of the PDG estimate for the fraction c → D * + [14] for the UA1 and CDF data does not change this conclusion.
The pQCD expectation for R g→cc [8] can be combined with the STAR measured mid-rapidity jet differential cross section [17] , covering jet p T in the range of 5 to 50 GeV/c, and the gluon jet fraction [22] to estimate the gluon splitting contribution to the charm production cross section. The gluon splitting contribution can in this way be determined for charm p T in the range of 2 to 10 GeV/c. The result is smaller by an order of magnitude than the pQCD expectation [23] for the total charm differential production cross section at RHIC. It is thus small also compared to the measured total charm cross section [21] , which exceeds the pQCD expectation.
In summary, we report the first measurement on the charm content in jets from p + p collisions at √ s = 200 GeV. The ratio N (D * + + D * − )/N (jet) is measured to be 0.015 ± 0.008(stat) ± 0.007(sys) for D * mesons with fractional momenta 0.2 < z < 0.5 in jets with a mean transverse energy of 11.5 GeV. This is consistent with perturbative QCD evaluation of gluon splitting into a pair of charm quarks and subsequent hadronization into D * mesons. The associated cross section is smaller than the total charm production cross section at RHIC. We thus infer that the charm content in jets at RHIC energies has a small contribution from gluon splitting and is dominated by jets initiated by charm quarks.
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